BET Factors and Bromodomain Inhibitors pp. 54--7
================================================

Bromodomains are present in 61 copies in 46 distinct human proteins. These proteins combine one or multiple bromodomains to specific activities such as histone acetyltransferase, ATPase and histone lysine methyltransferase. Bromodomains are therefore essential in translating signals initiated by histone acetylation; the inhibition of the interaction between bromodomains and acetylated histones constitutes an elegant strategy to block specific signaling pathways triggered by histone acetylation. In this issue of *Transcription*, Khochbin discusses two recent studies of mouse spermatogenesis that look at the effects of chemical inhibition of BET factors (which contain two adjacent bromodomains and a highly conserved domain named extra terminal) and of genetic alterations of one specific BET member, Brdt.

DNA-Scanning by Zinc-Finger Proteins: Speed vs. Stability pp. 58--61
====================================================================

Extensive contact with DNA via multiple zinc fingers allows highly specific DNA-binding of zinc-finger-class transcription factors, but can also slow the target search process. In this issue of *Transcription*, Iwahara and Levy review recent insights into how zinc-finger proteins can rapidly scan DNA and consider the potential applications for this novel knowledge to the zinc-finger-based technology field.

HIF Proteins, RB-E2F Factors and Angiogenesis pp. 62--6
=======================================================

E2F7 and E2F8 are critical regulators of angiogenesis that act through the transcriptional control of *vascular endothelial growth factor* (*VEGFA*) in cooperation with hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF). Now, Bakker et al. investigate the existence of other novel putative angiogenic E2F7/8-HIF targets and discuss the role of the Retinoblastoma-E2F pathway in regulating angiogenesis during embryonic and tumor development.

On the Evolution of p53 Transcriptional Repertoires pp. 67--71
==============================================================

Tumor suppressor p53 is one of the most studied transcription factors due to its clinical relevance. A comparison of mammalian p53 transcriptional repertoires may help identify fundamental principles in genome evolution and better understand cancer processes. Now, Morin et al. summarize the mechanisms underlying the divergence of mammalian p53 transcriptional repertoires, with an emphasis on the rapid evolution of fuzzy tandem repeats containing p53 response elements.

Premature Termination of Transcription pp. 72--6
================================================

Transcription elongation is an important step in the regulation of gene expression. In addition, genome-wide studies showing that RNAP II accumulates near the promoters of many genes has led to the idea that promoter-proximal pausing of transcription is a widespread, rate-limiting step in early elongation. Interestingly, much of this paused RNAP II is competent for transcription elongation. In this issue, Contreras et al. discuss recent studies that suggest that RNAP II accumulating nearby the promoter of a subset of genes is undergoing premature termination of transcription.

On the Evolution of RNAP II CTD pp. 77--86
==========================================

The C-Terminal Domain (CTD) of the large subunit of RNAP II has a repeat structure that plays an essential role in in the regulation of transcription in eukaryotes. Substantial variability in the presence and regularity of repeat arrays exists between eukaryote taxa. In this issue, Stump and Ostrozhynska tested the role of the CTD repeat structure and the action of evolutionary selection on the CTD. Their results suggest that loss of CTD repeat structure has been an important aspect of RNAP II evolution in diverse eukaryotes.
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